**CODOS Snowpack Profile**

**Location:** Lively Peak  
**Elev.:** 11,406'  
**Aspect:** E  
**Boot Pen:** 7 cm  
**Time:** 1130 MDT

**Prior Obs:** 3/19/13  
Air T: -2 °C  
Sky: ☁️  
Precip: Nil  
Wind: Mod  
Notes: H57 = 134 m  
SWE = 406 mm; ρ = 302 kg/m³; mean Snot = -1.8 °C

---

**Notes:**
- Mixed clusters rounding
- Very friable, chains cups, striations still visible, but softened
- Sintered rounds, x-strata
- Sintering rounds
- 2 cm polygon facet
- Polyr + Ice: Dirty, W. surface
- Deep faceted in wind fraction
- DPS: D5, 2-3 mm grain facp
- Surf, 0.3
- Surf, 0.3